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This paper describes a characterization of context-free languages by means of 
expressions using union, substitution, and an iterative substitution called substitution 
star. The "substitution expressions" so defined have some properties analogous to 
those of regular expressions. The well-known eases of linear and regular subfamilies 
of context-free languages are obtainable from the general model by placing proper 
restrictions on the basis over which the substitution expressions are defined. The 
notion of substitution star height of a substitution expression is defined analogously to 
regular star height for regular expressions. It shown that for each n ) 0 there exists 
a context-free, in fact, linear language whose substitution star height is n. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well  known that any regular language R over 27 can be defined as the first 
coordinate of the unique solution to a set of equations of the form 
Xi=Ci lX lk J ' "k - )C inXnUFt ,  i=1  .... ,n ,  
where each Cij and F i is a finite subset of 27", and )t 1 is not in any C~j [1]. These 
equations, which are directly obtainable from a finite automaton recognizing R, can 
be used to obtain an expression denoting R by the repeated use of the fact that 
X - -  A 9 X u B has the unique solution X = A*B  if ~ is not in A. 
It  is also well known that any context-free language L can be defined as the first 
coordinate of the smallest solution to a set of equations, which we shall call context-free 
equations, of the form 
Xi  = fi(X1,..., X , )  = U w,~ u Fi , i -~ 1,..., n, 
J 
where wij = WiJoXi~lwijl " .  Xijmwi~m , each wi~ ~ is in 27* for all i and j ,  X i j~ -~ X~ for 
some l, and F i is a finite subset of Z'* [5]. 
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The purpose of this paper is to study formal expressions that denote solutions to such 
equations. Two finite, nonempty alphabets will be used: Z = {a I .... ,a,,,}, the 
"main" alphabet, and A = {~1,..~, 8~}, the "auxiliary'? alphabet. 
DEFINITION 1. (a) Substitution: For subsets L and L '  of (2] t3 A)*, define 
L[8 ~-  L'] = {WoUlW 1 "" u~w~ [ each ui eL ' ,  w o 8w I ... ~w~ eL  
and ~ does not occur in any wi}. 
(b) Substitution Star:  ForL_C (Z'k3 d)*, define 
L*~ = U (L) . ,  where (L)0 = {~} and (L),,+ 1 = (L)n t3L[~ +-(L)n ]. 
n>~0 
Note that i fL  and L'  are subsets of 2J*, one can verify that (L~)[~ ~--L'8] = L 9 L'~ 
and (L~) ** = L*~. Thus, under this restriction, substitution and substitution star are 
analogous to concatenation and the Kleene star, respectively. This analogy can be 
strengthened as follows. Rewrite the set of context-free quations, with the aid of 
the auxiliary alphabet, in the form 
x ,  : U * -  x l ]  --- u F , ,  
J 
where vi; = wi; o ~iJlf .OiJ l  "'" 8 i ;mWi ;  m , for al l  i. Now Xi  is characterized by the two 
finite sets W i : UJ vii and Fi  9 In the case that Wi is a subset of 2~*A, these equations 
reduce to the form used in the regular case, so that the act of substituting a language 
for an auxiliary symbol reduces to that of concatenating two languages. Now, the 
analogy between the concatenation operations and the substitution operations is 
further extended to solutions of equations. It will be shown that, with reasonable 
restrictions on A and B, the equation X : A[~ ~-- X] u B has the unique solution 
A*~[8 ~- B]. By the repeated application of this fact to a set of context-free quations, 
one can get expressions using substitution operators to denote the solutions of these 
equations. These expressions are analogous to regular expressions. 
EXAMPLES. (a) {anb ~ [ n >~ 0}. The equation X = aXb u )t becomes 
x = 4]  u A 
in our formulation, and has the unique solution (aSb)*~[8 *-- A]. 
(b) The Dyck language over a and b. The equation A : (SaSbS)[8 ~-- 4]  t3A 
has the unique solution ($aSbS)*~[8 ~-- A]. 
It  is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic results in formal language 
theory [9]. 
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2. PROPERTIES OF THE SUBSTITUTION OPERATIONS 
Some algebraic properties of substitution and substitution star are stated below. 
The proofs of these are quite straightforward. For details, the reader is referred to [11]. 
P1. A[8 ~-- {8}] ---- {8}[3 +-- A] = A. (In reference to the analogy between 
concatenation and substitution operators, here 3 corresponds to A.) 
P2. Associativity: A[3 ~-- B[3 ~-- C]] = (A[3 +- B])[3 +-- C]. 
P3. Right Distributivity: (A W B)[3 +- C] ~- A[3 +- C] u B[3 *-- C]. 
P4. A[3 ~-- A **] ~3 {3} ---- A *~. (Again, P4 indicates an anlogy between 3 and L)  
P5. Commutativity: I f  a and fl do not occur in any word in B and A, respectively, 
C[o~ +- A][fl +-- B] = C[fl +- B][a +-- A]. 
P6. I f  /3 does not occur in any word in B, A[o~ +--B][fl~--C[c~+--B]] = 
P7. If  a does not occur in any word in B, (A[fl +- B]) *~ z A*~[fi +- B]. 
These properties of the substitution operators are implicitly used in many proofs. 
We now prove that, under reasonable restrictions, A*~[3 +- B] is the unique solution 
for X ~ A[3 +- X] tAB. 
THEOREM l. I f  X = A[3 +-- X] • B, then A*~[8 4-  B] is the smallest solution 
for X.  If, in addition, A c~ 8" ----- r it is the unique solution. 
Proof. Algebraic manipulation of P1 to P4 above give the result that M**[3 +- B] 
is the smallest solution of X ---- A[8 +-- X] tA B. 
Note that i fA n 8* ---- r each word in A having an occurrence of 3 has an occurrence 
of some non-3 letter. This implies that any word in A[3 +-- X] is either in A, or is 
longer than the shortest word in X. Using this fact, one can verify that A**[~ +-- B] is 
the unique solution. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF CONTEXT-FREE LANGUAGES 
The result of Theorem 1 can be used to obtain a solution for any set of context-free 
equations of the form: 
x ,  = w, [31 ~-  x~]  -.. [8, ~-  x , ]  u F~,  i = 1,..., n. 
Each context-free language can be defined by a Greibach normal form grammar [6]. 
The context-free equations obtained from this form have the property that 
W i ~ A * ~-- r and this permits us to get a unique solution. 
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More  specifically, by Theorem 1, (Wn[~ 1 -1--- X l ]  "" [~n-1 +-  Xn--1])*~n[~n +--'Fn] 
is the unique solution for X~ in terms of X1,  X~ "" Xn-1  9 Properties P1 to P7 are 
used to put this solution in the form 
W*n'~[~n +-Fn][~l 4-- N i l  "'" [~n--1 4--- Xn-1]" 
Substituting this into the equation for X~ and again applying the properties above, one 
gets X~ = (W~[Sn ~-- W*8-l[$n ~--F~])[81 +- X11 "" [$n-1 +- Xn-1] uF~.  
The repetition of this process gives a description of context-free languages in terms 
of finite sets, union, substitution and substitution star. As in the case of regular 
languages, it is convenient to use expressions to denote languages, o we introduce the 
following definitions. 
DEFINITION 2. The set Wz,z of substitution expressions over the finite alphabets X
and A is the smallest set of expressions that can be formed by rules 1 and 2 below. 
1. Basis: a 1 "" an is in ~x.z for aU positive n, and for all a ie  (X U A), ~ is in 
g'z,z and r is in ~z,~. 
2. If E and E' are in ~x.~ and 8 ~ A, then (E U E'), E[~ ~-- E'] and E *a are 
in c~.~ . 
The set c~ of substitution expressions is defined as ~ = (3z.,~ c~z,,~. The mapping, 
II : W -+ (the set of languages), is defined recursively by 
1. lax ' "an[  ={al""an}, 1~I ={AL 14'1 =~; 
2. I (EuE') I=IEiuIE' I ;  
3. I E[8 ~ E']L = I E I[~ ~ I E' I]; and 
4. ]E**l = IE I  *~- 
] E I will be called the language denoted by E; I c# [ will denote the range of It. 
Notice that Definition 2 for the set of languages [ Wx.z [ can be modified so that the 
basis is finite, namely (Z U A U A2 U {A, $}), provided that A has at least two elements. 
This is because any word of the form aw can be denoted by fia[fi +-a][a +-w],  
where a is chosen to be distinct from a. 
It now follows that every context-free language can be denoted by a substitution 
expression. Alternatively, one can prove that ]c# [ is closed under intersection with 
regular languages, which implies that Icg I is a super-AFL [7]. It then follows imme- 
diately that each context-free language is in l cg l- The method of solving contextfree 
equations appears to be more direct. 
To show the converse result, that each substitution expression denotes acontext-free 
language, one need only note that the set of context-free languages is closed under 
union, substitution [2], and iterated substitution [10]. Thus we have: 
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TrIEOREM 2. A language L is context-free if and only if there exists a substitution 
expression E such that 1 E I = L. 
4. REGULAR AND LINEAR MODELS 
As was stated above, if 8 does not occur in L or L', (L8)[3 +-- L'3] = L 9 L'3 and 
(LS) *~ = L*3. Therefore, to get a model of regular languages using substitution 
operators, we define ~s.~ as the smallest set of expressions satisfying rules 1 and 2 below. 
1. a3 is in~z ,~,  for all a e Z, A and ~ are in Rz.6 
2. if E and E' are in ~?z.~, then (E t3 E'), E[8 +-- E'] and E *~ are in ~'z,~ 9 
Let [L E 1[ = I E 113 ~-- A] for E ~ ~z,~, and let II ~ .~ [[ = {l[E II1E ~ ~z,~}. Using 
the analogy between substitution operators and concatenation operators given above, 
one can easily prove that H ~z,~ [] is precisely the set of regular languages. 
Similarly, to get a substitution model of linear languages, we define ~az, ~ as we did 
~z.~ except hat we replace rule 1 by 1'. a$ and 3a are in s for all a E Z, h and ~ are 
in Lz.6 9 Since each word in any language in ] ICz. ~ ] has only one occurrence of 3, it 
can be "folded" around this occurrence as in [3]. Therefore, the fact that linear 
languages can be denoted by regular expressions over folded tapes, reduces the proof 
that [l 5r [] is precisely the set of linear languages over Z to the proof that [I ~zxz,~ I[ 
is precisely the set of regular languages over (Z • Z). 
A property that holds for languages in i o~cPz,~ ] but does not hold for all context-free 
languages, is left distributivity of substitution over union. More formally L1. Left 
Distributivity: I f  A is in [ 5r ~ 1, then A[3 +- (B u C)] = A[3 +-- B] u A[3 +-- C]. 
5. GRUSKA'S MODEL 
Another model of expressions for context-free languages is given in [8] by Gruska. 
He uses the operations of union, concatenation, and a somewhat different type of 
iterated substitution, written L 8, where L 8 = L*~[3 +--~]. While, in his formalism, 
concatenation is introduced as a primitive operation, in our model, it can be simulated 
by substitution. Also, in our model, by placing some restrictions on the basis of the 
definition of ~z,~,  we can obtain explicit characterizations for regular and linear 
languages as was seen above. In fact, only one auxiliary symbol is needed in both of 
these cases. While Gruska's approach does give a similar model for regular languages, 
he does not give a precise characterization of the set of linear languages in his paper. 
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6. SUBSTITUTION STAR HEIGHT HIERARCHY 
In the theory of regular languages, the notion of star height sh(R) of a regular 
language R can be used as a measure of complexity for the language. In an analogous 
way, "substitution star height" can be defined for context-free languages. 
DEFINITION 3. The substitution star height, written shs, of an expression in cg 
is defined recursively by 
1. shs(w) = 0 for any w in (27 t3 A)*, sh,(r = 0; 
2. sh~((E U E')) = max{sh,(E), sh,(E')}; 
3. shs(E[3 +-E ' ] )= max{shs(E), shs(E')}; and 
4. sh~(E *e) = sh~(E) + 1. 
We extend sh~ to context-free languages by sh~(L) = min{sh~(E) [ ] E [ ---- L}. 
From the correspondence b tween the concatenation a d the substitution operators 
that was established above, it may seem that, for regular languages, sh~(R) would be 
the same as sh(R). This is not the case since (0 {,) 10'1)* which has regular star height 2 
can be denoted by (33)*8[3 +-- (0 W 151)][5 ~ (03)*8][3 ~ A] U A, which has substitu- 
tion star height 1. In fact, the substitution star height of all regular languages i  either 
0 or 1 [11]. However, some results about regular star height can be used to show that 
for all n there exists a language Ln of substitution star height n. 
Let W = {w3w R ] w e 27'}. I f L  is a subset of W, andL R = {w [ w3w R eL}, thenL R 
is a regular language if and only i fL is context-free, by Theorems 2.1.b and 7.2 in [2]. 
We shall show that shs(LR) is the same as sh(L). 
LEMMA 3. Let E be any substitution expression denoting a subset of W. Then there 
exists an expression E' inLr.~ such that [ E' [ = [ E [ and sh~(E') ---- sh~(E). 
Before proving this lemma, we shall state some technical results. The proofs of 
these propositions are quite straightforward. For details the reader is referred to [11]. 
DEFINITION 4. An expression E is reduced if for all subexpressions E' of E, 
1. if E' = E013 +- El] , then 3 occurs in some word of [ E 0 1; and 
2. i fE@r  ~r  
PROPOSITION 1. I f  E is in c~r.,~, then there exists a reduced expression E' in c~,,~ 
denoting [EI  such that shs(E') <~ shs(E). 
PROPOSITION 2. I f  E is a reduced expression in cg~.,~ , 1 E 1 ~ r and w is in 1 E' t, 
where E' is any subexpression of E, then there exist auxiliary symbols a o ..... o~ m 
not necessarily in A, u o in which s o occurs, and u x ,..., um in (Z,U A)* such that 
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u01% ~- w][~l ~ Ux] "" [am ~ um] is in I E I, Furthermore, if I g I is a subset of 2*, it 
can be assumed that  u o is in 27*%X*,  that  u 1 ,..., u~ are in 2" ,  and  that  % .... , ~ are in A .  
P roo f  o f  Lemma 3. Let E be any expression in cg denoting a subset of W. It can 
be assumed that E is in Wzu~,~ where (27 w 8) n A ----- r We shall first prove that one 
can assume that each word that appears as a subexpression of E is in 2*(A U 8)Z*. 
Let the word w be a subexpression of E. Choose u in (X w 3 u A)*,  u 1 ,.. . ,  um in 
(Z~ k.J 3 )* ,  O~ 1 . . . .  , a,,, and fl in A such that u[fl +-- w][a 1 .*-- Ul] "'" [am "*-- u,,J is in [ E [. 
Suppose some a i occurs in w but 3 does not occur in u i . By P.5 it can be assumed that 
i : m. Now, consider the word u[fl +-  w][a 1 +-- Ul] "'" [am_ 1 ~ Urn_l]. This word 
must be of the form WoamW 1 "" amW k 3Voa,~v 1 "'" amvj ,  where each wi and vi is in 27*. 
We claim that there is at most one word that can replace a,~. To prove this, let us 
assume that u' can also replace c~m. Then both WoUmW 1 ... u,~wk 3VoUmVl "'" u,nv~_lumvj,  
and WoUmW 1 "'" UmW k 3VoU,nV 1 "'" UmV~_IU'V j are in t E I, and hence in W. This implies 
that VoUmV a "'" u , ,v i _ lumv j = (WoUmW 1 "" u , ,wk)  R = VoU~V 1 "" umvj_lU'V~, which shows 
that u' = u. 
Since there is only one word u,,  that can replace am, that word can be substituted 
directly in w in place of ~ to get w', and the language denoted by E with w replaced 
by w' is the same as the language denoted by E. Therefore we can assume that each w 
that occurs as a subexpression of E has the property that each symbol in A that occurs 
in w can be replaced by some word in which 3 occurs. This implies that w can have at 
most one occurrence of a symbol in {3} w A, since each word in W has at most one 
occurrence of 3. 
We shall now show inductively how to get an expression E' in ~q~r,~ denoting [E [ 
and of the same substitution star height as E. To do this, we show that each expression 
E that is generated by words with only one occurrence of an auxiliary symbol or 3 can 
be denoted by a union of expressions, each denoting the subset of [ E ] that contains 
a particular nonterminal. I f wo~w' occurs in E, where a is in A W {3}, then w and w' are 
in 27*; so [ waw'  ] = I w3w'  113 4-- ~]. Suppose subexpression E~ of E denotes the same 
language as Ei '  = ~ Ei , [3 +-a] ,  for a in A w {3, y}, where each Ei~ is in ~z.a, 
[ E i  v[ is in 2" ,  and sh~(Ei') = shs(Ei), i = 0, 1. Clearly, a similar expression cart be 
found for (E o u El). To get a similar expression for Eo[a ~-- Ea] , one uses the fact that 
t E0~[3 +-- fl] ] [~ +-- L] ----- ] EoB[3 +-/3] [ if a va/3, for any language L, since a does not 
occur in any word in [ Eo~[3 +--/311- Then using right and left distributivity, and 
replacing expressions of the form [3 ~-- a][a +-- E'] by [8 +- E'], one gets 
[ Eo[a +- E1]I = U (Eo~ kd Eo~[3 ~-- EI~])[3 ~-- fi] t.3 Eo.[3 +- Ex~][3 +- a] . 
By a similar argument Eo *~ [ = [ ~ Eo*fl[~ ~ Eo~][8 +- fl] k.) E[o*fl3 ~-- all. 
Using the above process, we can find an expression E~ inLz. ~ such that ] E ] ---- [ E~ [, 
and shs(E) = shs(E~). This completes the proof of this lemma. 
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THEOREM 4. For each n, there is a context-free language L~ such that shs(L~) = n. 
Proof. Let f be a function from regular expressions over 27 to L~. 8 defined by 
f (w)  = wSw R for each w E 27; 
f (E  w e ' )  =- f (E )  u I (E ' ) ;  f (E  . E') = f (e)[3 ~- f (E ' ) ] ;  f (E*)  = f (E )  .8. 
The proof that f (E )  denotes {wSw R I w is in ] E l} is quite straightforward. Also, it is 
clear that shs((fE)) = sh(E). Similarly, define the function g from expressions in ~.0  
that denote subsets of W to regular expressions by g(w$w') = w for each w, w' ~_ 27*; 
g((E w E')) = g(E) w g(E'); g(E[3 +-- e'])  = g(E) 9 g(E'); g(E *~) = g(E)*. 
Then g(E) denotes {w l w$wR is in ] E [) and sh(g(E)) = shs(E ). 
Now, choose a regular language P~ such that sh(P~) ---- n. This can always be done if 
27 has at least two elements [4]. Define L~ -~ {wSw R [ w is in P~}, and let E in ~z.~ 
denoteLn such that shs(E) -- shs(L~). Then shs(Ln) = sh~(E) = sh(g(E)) >/sh(Pn) = n. 
Similarly, by finding a regular expression E', denoting P~, such that sh(E') = sh(P~), 
we have that n = sh(E') = sh,(f(E'))  >~ sh~(L~). Thus, sh,(L~) ~ n. This completes 
the proof of this theorem. 
It is interesting to note that the family of languages of substitution star height at most 
unity corresponds to the family of sequential languages. In our terminology, a language 
is sequential if it is definable by a set of context-free quations of the form 
X, =f i (X i  .... ,X,~), i=  1 .... ,n. 
It  is easily verified that such equations can be solved without introducing any 
expressions of substitution star height greater than unity. 
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